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God’s ordaining will 

God, who is sovereign, ordains all that comes to pass, and nothing that 

occurs is outside of His ordained will* 
(Job 42:2; Eph 1:11; Dan 4:35; Psalm 115:3; 139:16; Jer 1:5; Gal 1:15; 1Pet 1:20)

Things in the natural realm that God upholds, directs and/or 

permits^  
Natural laws (Heb 1:3; Acts 17:28; Neh 9:6), miracles (Gen 11:1-9; 19:26; 

Ex 3:3; Mat 8:28; 9:23), and natural evils such as earthquakes, storm, 

and fire (Isa 29:6; Eze 13:13; Nah 1:8; Jer 21:14; Mic 1:3-5; Jos 10:11; 

Rev 8:10-11; 16:21) ᴥ

Things in the moral realm of creaturely freedoms that 

God foreknew and that he uses to accomplish his 

purposes (believing, praying, lying, murdering, etc.) 
(Gen 50:20; Ex 4:21; Psa 33:14-15; Acts 2:23; 4:27; 13:48; 1Cor 

12:6; Phil 2:13; Col 1:29; 1Kings 22:23; 2Thes 2:11) 

Morally neutral choices (Some 

amoral choices such as which 

shoe to put on first, what angle 

to lay the pen on the table, etc. 

are less consequential than 

others such as deadly accidents 

where there was no negligence)

Morally evil choices 

(Devils and human 

choices that God allows 

to occur yet influences 

against, and that are in 

violation of God’s 

preceptive will) ¤ 

Morally good choices 

(Angels and human 

choices that God 

influences for, and are in 

conformity with God’s 

preceptive and 

preferential will)¤

1. Highlighted blocks involve moral agency 

2. *God’s ordaining will does not always entail necessity. With contingent and free actions, “ordain” means to set in motion the chain of 

events that God knows will lead to them. To fail to make this distinction would make God the author of sin. Robert Picirilli’s Grace, Faith, 

and Free Will, p. 46. God’s ordaining of a thing can be in his allowing it, since he could have prevented it. 

http://studies.travisechols.com/Certainty and Necessity.pdf

3. ᴥGod’s providence is another term that speaks of his superintendence of all things, guiding them toward their divinely ordained end. This 

includes the arranging of natural laws to fulfill his purposes (as opposed to miracles which are a suspension of the normal, natural laws).

4. ^God’s allowance of his creatures to make morally inferior choices (Acts 17:30; Matt 19:8) and even morally evil choices which bring God’s 

judgment, as well as God’s allowance of natural evils, is sometimes referred to as God’s permissive will. 

5. ¤ God’s preceptive will (Psalm 119; 1Jn 5:3) and/or preferential/dispositional will (Ezek 33:11; 1Tim 2:4; Rom 12:2) are sometimes 

referred to as God’s perfect will, and can be reflected in the lives of his people—which is the highest good and the end toward which we 

were all created. 

Morally inferior choices 

(Human choices that God 

permits, due to people’s 

ignorance or hardness of 

heart, that are in 

conformity with God’s 

preceptive will but not 

his preferential will)^ 


